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Mankind has been freed from these senseless anxieties by
the continually progressive symbol-formation which leads
to culture. The regression to nature must therefore
necessarily be followed by a synthetic building up of the
symbol. Reduction leads down to the primitive natural
man and his peculiar mentality. Freud has had chiefly
in view the ruthless desire for pleasure, Adler the ' psychology
of prestige'. These certainly are two quite essential
peculiarities of the primitive psyche, but they are far from
being the only ones. For the sake of completeness one must
also mention other characteristics of primitive mentality,
such as the playful, the mystical, the ' heroic', etc.; but
above all that conspicuous fact of the primitive mind; its
abandonment to supra-personal 'powers', be they instincts,
affects, superstitions, phantasies, magicians, witches, spirits,
demons, or gods. Reduction leads into the inferiority of
the primitive, a position from which civilized man hopes to
have escaped. Just as reduction makes a man acquainted
with his subservience to ' powers', thereby presenting him
with a rather dangerous problem, so the synthetic treatment
of the symbol brings him to the religious problem, not so
much to the problem* of present religious creeds as to the
religious problem of the primitive. Against the very real
powers that dominate him only an equally real fact can
offer help and protection; no thought-system, but direct
experience only, can hold the balance against the blind
power of the instincts.
In opposition to the polymorphism of the primitive
instinctual nature stands the regulating principle of
individuation; the multiplicity and inner division of
part contradicting part is opposed by a contractive
unity, the power of which is just as grekt as that
of the instincts. Taken together, both form one of
the self-regulating necessary pairs of opposites, often
spoken of as nature and spirit. But the foundations
of these conceptions are psychic conditions between

